
1. Inspect your event space. If the ceiling has a metal grid or HVAC ducts, this will make decorating your ceiling with 
gossamer drapes very easy.

2. Complete a rough sketch of how you want your gossamer drapes to look. For beginners, we recommend a simple 
design. (See Graphic A above for example.)

3. Determine how much fabric you need to create the amount of fabric panels you want to use. Steps that follow are 
based on Graphic A.
 a. Measure from each edge you plan to drape from to the center of the room. 
 b. Add 30% to the length (step a) to allow for draping 
     (e.g., if you measure 100 yds, add 30 yds.)
 c. Measure each wall. This will let you know many panel widths can fit on each wall.
 
4. Order your fabric at andersons.com/fabrics

5. Cut your fabric into the panel lengths you need.

6. Decorate your ceiling with your fabric panels. Use Magnet Movers to make this job even easier. This simple item 
can eliminate or reduce the need to use tall ladders, sticky tape, and/or staples. See page 2 for Magnet Mover instruc-
tions.

7. Step back and look at your ceiling drapes with a critical eye. Make any adjustments you feel are necessary. NOTE: 
Magnet Movers make this step easy to complete.

8. Enjoy the elegant look you have created for your event.

Gossamer Ceiling Drapes
Without the Hassle!

Creating a beautiful ceiling for your school events 
doesn’t have to mean hours of precise, 

overwhelming calculations.
Follow these eight simple steps to create a ceiling 

full of draped gossamer that fits school events of all kinds 
from the Homecoming dance and Prom night to your 

Senior All-Night Party.

Graphic A

Graphic A is a birds eye 
view with a light fixture 
in the middle.
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http://www.andersons.com/decorations/gossamer
http://www.andersons.com/Decorations/Decorating-Supplies/Tools-and-Tape/Magnet-Mover-Hanging-System


How to Use A Magnet Mover
Materials in a Magnet Mover Kit: black magnet with two rings attached, magnet holder with corkscrew, and suspension pole. NOTE: 
Most venue ceilings are 20' high; make sure your pole can extend to 18'.

1. Twist the magnet holder onto the threaded end of the pole. 
2. Attach one corner of a gossamer panel to the large ring of a magnet by tying a knot to the ring.
3. Repeat step 2 if you want to secure the other corner of the 60" gossamer edge to the ceiling.
3. Secure a magnet to the magnet holder. The small ring should sit in the slot, the black side of 
    the magnet should be facing up. (See photo A below.)
4. Angle your suspension pole so the magnet comes in contact with the ceiling metal. The click 
    will let you know it’s secure. 
5. Walk to where you want to secure the other end of your fabric panel, and repeat step 4.

How to Remove Ceiling Panels and Magnets
1. Twist the magnet holder onto the threaded end of the pole.
2. Extend your suspension pole.
4. Insert the corkscrew into the large magnet ring and pull. (See photo B below) 
5. Repeat step 4 remove all magnets from the ceiling.

Photo A

Photo B
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